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Phases in optial latties vs. Coulomb frustrated HT uprates
H. Heiselberg
Univ. of S. Denmark, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark
∗
Fermioni atoms in 2D optial latties and eletrons in HT uprates may both be desribed
by the Hubbard model. However, if Coulomb frustration is responsible for the striped phases
in 2D uprates the phase diagrams will dier markedly. Two representative senarios are de-
sribed by a simple stripe model without phase separation and a mean eld model with phase
separation in the absene of Coulomb frustration. When Coulomb frustrated both models display
antiferromagnetism (AF) and stripe phases with d-wave superuidity, whereas neutral atoms in
optial latties will only do so in the stripe model. Radii and densities of the various phases in
harmonially onned optial latties are alulated for the two models and have very dierent Mott
plateaus and density disontinuities. Observation of antiferromagneti, stripe and superuid phases
in density and momentum distributions and orrelations from time-of-ight experiments is disussed.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 03.75.Lm, 05.30.Fk, 74.25.Ha, 74.72.-h
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-old atomi Fermi-gases present a new opportu-
nity to study strongly orrelated quantum many-partile
systems. Optial latties provide a periodial lattie po-
tential in whih the atoms are desribed by the tight-
binding approximation, whih enables aess to the Hub-
bard model with interations tuned by Feshbah reso-
nanes. Most importantly we gain diret observation
into many ontroversal issues in strongly orrelated high
temperature (HT) superondutors in a ontrollable way
where interations, densities, temperatures, et., an be
tuned. Reent experiments with optial latties have
measured momentum distributions and orrelations, and
have found superuid phases of Bose and Fermi atoms
[1, 2, 3℄, Mott insulators [4℄, and band insulators [5, 6℄.
HT uprates, however, suer long range Coulomb re-
pulsion between doped eletrons or holes (if loalized)
whereas neutral atoms in optial latties are not likewise
frustrated. Coulomb frustration inhibits phase separa-
tion and may also be responsible for stripe formation
in uprates whih again aets d-wave superondutiv-
ity (dSC). By studying the phases in optial latties we
an diretly observe whether phase separation, stripes
and dSC our in the Hubbard model without Coulomb
frustration for general density, temperature, interation
strengths, et.
Many models have been applied for investigating HT
suh as the 2D Hubbard and t-J Hamiltonians in dif-
ferent approximate versions with very dierent results
(see [24℄ and referenes therein). Extending with next-
nearest neighbor hopping and interations or long-range
Coulomb interations further ompliates the problem.
Early Hubbard mean eld (MF) alulations predited
∗
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phase separation between an antiferromagneti (AF)
phase with density n = 1 and a paramagneti phase for
U<∼7t or a ferromagneti phase for U>∼7t [7℄. Phase sepa-
ration (PS) in the Hubbard model and the losely related
t-J model is still ontroversial despite intense investiga-
tions. In the t-J model PS is found for large J/t but for
the more realisti smaller values of J/t the eld is divided.
In the Hubbard model without next-nearest neighbor in-
terations (t′ = 0) exat diagonalization [8℄ and Monte
Carlo results [9℄ nd PS whereas dynamial mean eld
[10℄ and variational luster perturbation theory [11℄ do
not. In dynamial luster approximations PS is found
for nite t′ [12℄.
A MF ground state with stripes was found by Za-
anen and Gunnarson [13℄. These stripes have a hole
density of one per site whereas density matrix renor-
malization group alulations [14℄ nd a stripe density
of 1/2 in aordane with experiments [15℄. However,
Green's funtion Monte Carlo alulations [16℄ nd only
weak signs of stripes. Various ellular dynamial MF [17℄
and luster alulations [18℄ nd ompeting antiferromag-
neti and dSC phases. The long range Coulomb fores in
uprates suppress phase separation, possibly leading to
mixed phases with short range density utuations suh
as stripes [20℄. The atoms in optial latties are eletri-
ally neutral and the two phases of dierent densities are
therefore not fored to mix by Coulomb fores to e.g. a
stripe phase but an remain in separate bulk phases.
The many dierent results indiate that the ground
state is deliately balaned between nearly degenerate
phases. Slight approximations or hanges in hopping and
interation parameters an hange the ground state phase
dramatially. Thus, two deades after the disovery of
HT, the ground state and the mehanism of pairing re-
mains undetermined in uprates as well as Hubbard and
t-J models.
The purpose of this work is rather to study qualitative
dierenes in onned optial latties from simple al-
2ulations for the 2D Hubbard model in whih Coulomb
frustration play a entral or no role for inhibiting phase
separation, stripe formation and HT. To this purpose
we speially investigate in setion II two simple rep-
resentative models with and without PS, their dierent
density distributions and phases. We investigate the ef-
fets of Coulomb frustration in setion III and show that
it is diult to distinguish the two models in HT ma-
terials beause phase separation is inhibited and stripe
phases appear in both ases. Likewise dSC appears in the
stripe phases as disussed in setion IV. Yet in onned
optial latties as desribed in setion V, the absene of
Coulomb frustration leads to very dierent phases, den-
sity and momentum distributions and orrelations for the
two models.
II. EQUATION OF STATES FOR THE 2D
HUBBARD MODEL
In the tight binding approximation spin 1/2 fermions
are desribed by the Hubbard model [21℄
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
aˆ†iσaˆjσ + U
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓ , (1)
where aˆiσ is the usual Fermi reation operator (σ =↑, ↓),
niσ = aˆ
†
iσaˆiσ the density, and 〈ij〉 denotes nearest neigh-
bors. Only 2D square latties at zero temperature will be
studied here. U is the on-site usually repulsive intera-
tion and t the nearest-neighbor hopping parameter. The
model an be extended to inlude next-nearest-neighbor
hopping (t′) [7, 22℄ and longer-range hopping and inter-
ations. We will mainly disuss the t′ = 0 ase where
the phase diagram is symmetri around half lling. It
is then suient to disuss only the doped ase where
x = 1− n ≥ 0.
As mentioned in the introdution, various approxima-
tions and numerial results to the Hubbard model lead
to a variety of phases as ground state solutions. Long-
range Coulomb repulsion present for the ase of ele-
trially harged eletrons/holes further ompliates the
phase struture and will be inluded in a later setion.
In the following two subsetions two simple represen-
tative models, a MF and a stripe model, are investigated
with and without PS respetively.
A. Phase Separation in Mean Field models
MF theory provides a rst impression of the phases
ompeting for the ground state and has the advantage
that it is omputationally simple as ompared to more
ompliated theories. The MF equations for the Hub-
bard model are standard and we refer to, e.g., Refs.
[7, 22℄. The energy densities an be alulated within the
Hartree-Fok approximation for the paramagneti (PM),
ferromagneti (FM), antiferromagneti (AF) and other
phases. In Fig. 1 we show an illustrative example for the
energy density vs. lling fration for U = 6t and in the
symmetri ase t′ = 0.
At low density n ≪ 1 the ground state is that of a
dilute paramagneti (PM) gas with energy
εPM = −4tn+
[
π
2
t+
1
4
U
]
n2 +O(n3) . (2)
In units where the lattie spaing is unity (a = 1) this
energy per site is also the energy density, and the density
is the site lling fration.
Near half lling εPM = −(4/π)2t + U/4, whih be-
omes positive when the repulsive interation exeeds
U/t ≥ 64/π2 ≃ 6.5. The PM phase is then no longer
the ground state. In a state with only one spin the an-
tisymmetry of the wavefuntion automatially removes
double oupany and the repulsive term Un2/4 in Eq.
(2) disappears. Suh a ferromagneti (FM) state always
has negative energy εFM ≤ 0 for n ≤ 1 and is a andi-
date for the ground state. AF, linear AF [23℄ and stripe
phases are other ompeting andidates.
For the 2D Hubbard model it is, however, neessary to
extend MF to mixed phase senarios. When U<∼7t the
ground state of the MF Hubbard model undergoes tran-
sitions from an AF at half lling to a mixed AF+PM
phase for |x| up to a nite (U dependent) value where-
after a pure PM phase takes over. [7℄ For larger U the
phase diagram is more ompliated with a pure as well
as mixed FM phases between the AF and PM phases. A
nite next neighbor hopping term t′ makes the phase di-
agram asymmetri around x = 0, extends the AF phase
and hanges the phase diagram onsiderably.
At half lling n = 1 the ground state is an AF. Near
half lling 0 ≤ x ≪ 1 the MF equations and AF energy
an be expanded as
εAF = −J [1 + 3
2
x+ 2x2 + ...] . (3)
The onave dependene on x signals phase separation
into a mixed phase of AF and PM by the Maxwell on-
strution as shown in Fig. 1. The PS extends from the
AF phase with density n = 1 to a PM phase with U de-
pendent density ns = 1 − xs ≃ 0.6. The double tangent
determines the PS energy εPS within MF.
The dierene in energy between the PS and the
PM/FM phases sets the energy and temperature sale
for the AF orrelations, whih is related to the pseu-
dogap, whih in turn is related to the spin gap as [25℄
T ∗ ∼ ∆s/2. We expet that the spin gap is of order the
energy dierene between the AF phase and spin unor-
related PM or FM phase, whihever has lowest energy.
Thus T ∗ ∼ (εPS − εPM )/2 ∼ (1 − x/xs)J/2. The AF
spin orrelations have a long but nite length sale so
that the Mermin-Wagner theorem is not violated.
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Figure 1: 2D Hubbard MF energy densities in the ase U = 6t
are shown for the PM, AF and the Maxwell onstrution for
the phase separation (PS). Also a stripe energy is shown (see
text).
B. Stripe model
Stripes have been disovered in low-energy magneti
neutron sattering in doped uprates at inommensu-
rate longitudinal and horizontal harge and spin wave
numbers [15℄, e.g. Qc = (2π/a)(0,±x/xs) and Qs =
(π/a)(1, 1 ± x/xs) for the longitudinal harge and spin
wave numbers respetively. Here, the hole lling in the
stripes is half lled xs = 1/2 for low dopings x ≤ 1/8
but at larger doping it inreases linearly to lled stripes
xs = 1 suh that x/xs = 1/4 remains onstant. There-
fore the harge (spin) density stripes appear with peri-
odi distane d (2d) depending on doping as d = axs/x.
The stripe distane dereases with inreasing doping un-
til x ≥ 1/8, whereafter the stripes remain at a distane
d = 4a. The stripes at as anti-phase domain walls and
the spin density wave therefore has periodiity twie the
length of the harge-density wave.
Diagonal, horizontal/vertial, hekerboard stripe so-
lutions have been found in a number of models. In
MF models Zaanen and Gunnarson [13℄ found stripes of
hole density xs = 1 that are vertial or horizontal for
U/t<∼3 − 4 and diagonal otherwise. In DMRG alula-
tions [14℄ stripes with hole density xs = 1/2 are found in
agreement with experiments [15℄.
Insight into pairing and stripe formation an been ob-
tained by adding or removing one, two or more parti-
les/holes in the half-lled AF. When the hole moves
a distane of l lattie distanes the kineti energy is re-
dued by t/l2 but the AF is frustrated by an energy ∼ lJ .
Solving suh a simple linear string-like model for the one-
hole problem in a 2D AF for J<∼t leads to a hole loalized
within a distane l ∼ (t/J)1/3 with energy
ε1 = −4t+ βJ2/3t1/3 . (4)
Within the WKB approximation one obtains β =
(3π/4)2/3 ≃ 1.8. Self onsistent Born approximations
[28℄ nd similar hole energy ε1/t = −3.28 + 2.16(J/t)2/3
valid when J<∼0.4t.
Beause two nearby holes of opposite spin an move
through the AF ordered lattie without upsetting the AF
order they are not loalized. If the pair has an energy
that is lower than that of two separate holes ε2 > 2ε1−ε0,
the odd-even dierene an as in nulear physis be taken
as an eetive pairing energy ∆ = (ε0 + ε2)/2− ε1.
Adding more holes one might expet that more pairs
form, eventually reating a moleular Bose-Einstein on-
densate (mBEC) as in the BCS to BEC rossover in 3D
ultraold atomi traps [26, 27℄. On the square lattie
suh pairs have d-wave symmetry and mBEC will be a
dSC [25℄. However, a number of numerial alulations
as well as experiments nd that the holes form periodi
stripes rather than forming a mBEC. The equi-distane
of the stripes indiate that they repel eah other even
in alulations without Coulomb frustration. As a on-
sequene the hemial potential must derease with hole
density or equivalently ε′′ ≡ (d2ε/dx2)x=0 > 0, and we
an expand the stripe energy density as
ε = −J − ε1x+ 1
2
ε′′x2 +O(x3) , (5)
for small doping. It is the seond derivate ε′′ of the energy
density at small doping that distinguishes the phases. It
is positive for the PM, FM and stripe phases, zero for PS
but negative for the unstable AF.
The stripe phase is a spei ordered mixed AF and
PM phase and is a ontinuous transition between the two
pure phases as funtion of density. Similar mixed phase
solutions are believed to our in neutron star rusts be-
tween nulear matter and a neutron gas [29℄, and possibly
also between quark and nulear matter [30℄. In both ases
Coulomb energies add omplexity to the mixed phases by
ordering them into strutured rystalli phases.
III. COULOMB FRUSTRATION
Long range Coulomb interations prevent phase sepa-
ration into two bulk phases of dierent harge density.
They also inhibit the formation of loalized holes, pairs
and stripes. The phase diagrams of uprates with suh
Coulomb frustration and optial latties without may
therefore be very dierent.
Coulomb frustration in uprates has been disussed in
onnetion with stripes (see e.g. [25, 31℄). Generally the
CDW hole pairs and stripes are energetially less favor-
able due to long range Coulomb repulsion. In the follow-
ing we shall onsider the stripes as rods with harge less
than the surrounding phase and alulate the additional
Coulomb energy of suh strutures.
Coulomb energies have been alulated for strutures
of various dimensionality D and volume lling fration f
4[29℄
εC =
2π
D + 2
∆ρ2R2f
[
2
D − 2(1−
D
2
f1−2/D) + f
]
. (6)
Here, the harge density dierene between the two
phases is ∆ρ = exs/a
3
for the stripes and the volume
lling fration is f = x/xs. The lling fration is also
the inverse of the stripe distane in lattie units. The
dimensionality is D = 3 for spherial droplets or bub-
bles, D = 2 for rods and tubes and D = 1 for plate-
like strutures. The diameter of the spheres, rods or the
thikness of the plates is of order the distane between
layers 2R ∼ a ∼ 4. The stripes are rods in a 2D plane
but are embedded in a 3D layered struture. For D = 2
the expression in the square braket of Eq. (6) redues
to [ln(1/f) − 1 + f ]. The logarithm originates from the
Coulomb integral
∫ l
dz/z along the rod length z, whih
is uto by other rods at a length sale l ∼ a√f . For the
uprates we furthermore redue the Coulomb eld by a
dieletri onstant of order ǫ ∼ 5. The resulting Coulomb
energy of stripe or rod-like strutures D = 2 is
εC ≃ π
8
xse
2
a4ǫ
f [ln(1/f)− 1 + f ] . (7)
Energy osts assoiated with the interfae strutures
are usually added. Suh surfae energies are diult
to alulate for the stripes beause their extent is only
a single lattie onstant. In priniple they are already
inluded in the stripe models. We will therefore just
add the Coulomb energies given above. However, the
Coulomb energies and the energy of the systems as a
whole, may be redued by sreening and hole hopping
into the AF whereby R inreases but ∆ρ and f are re-
dued.
Inserting numbers e2/~c = 1/137, ǫ = 5, xs = 1/2,
a = 4 we nd that εc ≃ 150 meVx[ln(1/f) − 1 + f ].
In omparison the energy gain by hanging phase from
an AF to a stripe or PM phase inreases with doping
as (εAF − εs/PM ) ∼ J˜x. The linear oeient is J˜ =
(ε1− 3J/2) for the stripe phase but onsiderably smaller
for the PM phase J˜ ≃ 50− 100 meV aording to Fig. 1.
The Coulomb energy of Eq. (7) thus dominates at small
doping due to the logarithmi singularity and therefore
the AF phase of density n<∼1 is preferred.
The AF phase is the ground state as long as the
Coulomb energy of Eq. (7) exeeds J˜x orresponding
to doping less than
xAF ≃ xs exp
[
− 8
π
J˜aǫ
xse2
− 1
]
. (8)
Inserting the above numbers and J˜ ≃ J we nd xAF ≃
0.1 whih is within range of the observed |xAF | ≃ 0.03 for
hole doped and xAF ≃ 0.15 for partile doped uprates.
In MF the partile-hole asymmetry arises from the next-
nearest neighbor hopping t′ ≃ −0.3t and leads to an AF
phase extending from half lling up to a partile doped
density n > 1. [7℄ Note that it is not taken into aount
that with inreasing doping the AF density approahes
that of the PM, and eventually the harge dierene ∆ρ
between the AF and PM and the resulting Coulomb en-
ergy beome suiently small that stripes are favored.
In the above piture the inommensurate stripe phases
at small doping arise due to Coulomb frustration when
t′ = 0. At larger doping the stripes approah and will
eventually aet eah other. Experimentally the stripes
undergo a transition from an inommensurate to a om-
mensurate phase at x ≃ 1/8 orresponding to a stripe
periodiity of four lattie spaings.
IV. SUPERFLUIDITY
Sine phase separation and stripe phases are sensitive
to Coulomb frustration, we an ask the related question:
does superuidity our in 2D optial latties with Fermi
atom as in HT uprates or is Coulomb frustration re-
quired? The answer depends on the mehanism behind
HT whih twenty years after its disovery is still not
well understood. Like the ground state phases disussed
above, the various models disagree about the origin of
dSC and its dependene on the Hubbard parameters,
doping and the inuene of stripes and Coulomb frus-
tration. In ertain models [25℄, stripes are a prerequisite
for dSC. In the following a simple semi-phenomenologial
model will be disussed based on similar ideas that pair-
ing take plae on stripes in an AF bakground.
Standard BCS superondutivity is s-wave and re-
quires an attrative pairing interation. HT superon-
dutivity is d-wave and is believed to arise in the or-
related state of the Hubbard model with purely repul-
sive fores. The eetive pairing must be a result of
highly olletive eets sine the two-body interation
is strongly repulsive whih inhibits onsite s-wave pairing
but favors next-neighbor d-wave pairing between oppo-
site spins due to super-exhange.
An instrutive example where superuidity arises is
the 1D Hubbard model in a staggered or AF bakground
magneti eld. At low magneti eld it is a normal
metal as the standard 1D Hubbard model [32℄ whereas
for strong eld it beomes superuid for x ≤ (2 − √2)
[33℄. The staggered magneti eld leads to a linearly in-
reasing string potential between holes of opposite spin
and onstitutes a strong eetive pairing potential. How-
ever, the stripes observed in experiments have antiphase
domain walls. The staggered magneti eld is therefore
of opposite sign on the two sides of the stripe and no net
staggering magneti eld results. No superondutivity
is thus expeted on the 1D stripes if detahed from the
surrounding 2D AF phase.
Instead, eetive pairing orrelations in two-leg lad-
der models are found transversely to the stripes [25℄.
Two features of superuidity are important: that the
eletrons or atoms must pair and they must ondense.
These two features limit the ritial temperature for weak
5and strong pairing respetively. In the weak limit the
ritial temperature is exponentially suppressed as in
standard BCS Tc ∼ exp(−1/g) (for 2D see Eq. (13)),
where g is the produt of the pairing attration and the
level density. In the strong limit it is argued [25℄ that
Tc = ~
2ns(T = 0)/4m
∗
where ns is the superuid den-
sity and m∗ the eetive mass of the partile. The super-
uid density is limited by the density of holes and thus
vanishes with dereasing doping.
A simple model will now be onstruted that inor-
porates these ideas for the inhomogeneous stripe phase
in a semi-phenomenologial way. The weakly interating
limit, where the eetive pairing and Tc vanish, is ap-
proahed when the AF orrelations dissolve and the PM
phase appears. To estimate the pairing in this BCS limit
we assume for simpliity that the pairing take plae be-
tween nearest neighbor holes and, sine it is driven by
the AF orrelations, that its eetive strength V is pro-
portional to the volume of the AF. Speially, we shall
assume that it vanishes when there is only one AF stripe
between eah half lled stripe, i.e.
V = V0(1− 2x/xs). (9)
Here, the eetive pairing strength must exeed V0 ≥ 2t
and V0
>∼7.35t in order that holes an form s-wave and d-
wave two-body bound states respetively [34℄. In ontrast
the onset of superondutivity ours for V0 > 2t and
V0 > 0 respetively.
In the strongly interating limit at low hole density
we ensure that the superuid density vanishes with hole
density by expliitly multiplying the density of states by
the hole density.
Generally, we assume the pairing takes plae between
pairs in the stripes, although pairs an tunnel between
stripes. The derivation of the gap equation for holes then
follows that of standard BCS on a lattie (see e.g. [22℄).
The pairing is expeted to be d-wave with a gap ∆q =
2∆[cos(qx) − cos(qy)] sine s-wave is suppressed by on-
site repulsion [22, 34℄. The resulting dSC gap equation
for the ritial temperature Tc is
1
V
=
x
xs
1
N
∑
q
[cos(qx)− cos(qy)]2 tanh(ǫ¯q/2Tc)
2ǫ¯q
. (10)
Here, it should be noted that the prefator x/xs ensures
that the level density sums up to the orret hole density
on the stripes. The hemial potential is determined by
the hole density in the stripes
xs =
1
N
∑
q
tanh(ǫ¯q/2T ) . (11)
For simpliity we assume that the holes at as free ele-
trons on the lattie with dispersion ǫ¯q = −2t[cos(qx) +
cos(qy)]− µ.
For large ritial temperature Tc>∼t the integral on the
r.h.s. of the gap equation is simple and we obtain Tc =
V x/4xs = V0(1 − 2x/xs)x/4xs. The pairing strength
 0
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Figure 2: Critial temperature vs. doping from Eq. (13) for
V0/t = 2, 3, 4 from bottom and up, and xs = 1.
is, however, not strong enough to satisfy that ondition.
For small ritial temperature and xs ≃ 1 (µ = 0) the
singularities at ǫ¯q = 0 allows us to alulate the gap
integral to leading logarithmi orders
t
V
=
1
π2
x
xs
[
ln2(2t/Tc) + 0.4 ln(2t/Tc) + 1.78
]
. (12)
Besides the usual BCS log originating from the energy
denominator another log arises from the logarithmi level
density due to the van Hove singularity in a 2D lattie at
half lling. The resulting ritial temperature from Eq.
(12) is
Tc = 2t exp
[
−
√
π2txs/(xV )− 1.74 + 0.2
]
. (13)
The lled stripe ondition xs ≃ 1 is, however, only valid
for dopings 1/4<∼x<∼1/2. For lower doping the lling is
smaller, e.g. xs ≃ 0.5 for x ≤ 1/8. The lower density of
holes generally redues Tc [22℄.
The stripe superuidity diers from a superuid of hole
pairs. The latter phase would be similar to the mole-
ular Bose-Einstein ondensate (mBEC) disovered in ul-
traold atomi 3D traps (without latties) when a di-
lute gas of attrative fermioni atoms ross the unitarity
limit (innite sattering length) and ross over from a
BCS to a mBEC [26℄. The ritial temperature for the
superuid mBEC is of the order of the Fermi energy in
3D Tc = ~
2(n/2ζ(3/2))2/3π/m ≃ 0.218EF in the mBEC
and slightly larger in the unitarity limit [35℄. In 2D, how-
ever, the ritial temperature for a BEC vanishes and an
therefore not explain HT.
In Fig. 2 the ritial temperatures for dSC of Eq.
(13) is shown for three eetive pairing interations. By
onstrution d-wave superuidity vanishes near x ∼ 1/2,
where the eetive pairing V vanishes, and also as x→ 0,
where the density of holes disappears. Thus the sim-
ple stripe pairing model gives a qualitative desription
of HT. In ontrast d-wave superuidity is largest at
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Figure 3: Density distributions of Fermi atoms in an optial
lattie onned by a harmoni trap. U = 〈ǫ′′〉 = 6t and
xs = 1/2. Full (dashed) urves represents the PS (stripe)
equation of states (see text).
low doping for standard uniform Hubbard models with
an attrative interation and it extends to large doping.
[22, 37℄
As disussed above the semi-phenomenologial stripe
dSC model is just one of many models for HT dSC. It has
the interesting onsequene that if PS ours in optial
latties there will be no stripes and therefore no dSC
either. Both will have diret observational onsequenes
in optial latties.
V. OPTICAL LATTICES IN TRAPS
We an now address the phases present in optial lat-
ties based on the equation of states for the 2D Hubbard
model without Coulomb frustration, and alulate quan-
tities measured experimentally.
In the limit of many partiles in a shallow onning po-
tential, the Thomas-Fermi approximation (TF) applies
beause the length sales over whih the trapping po-
tential and density varies are long ompared to phase
boundaries and the lattie spaing [36℄. We shall in the
following assume that the onning potential is on a har-
moni osillator form V2r
2
as is the ase in most exper-
iments. Within TF the total hemial potential is given
by the sum of the trap potential and the loal hemial
potential µ(n) = dε/dn, where ε and n(r) are the loal
energy and number density per site respetively, i.e.
µTot = µ(n) + V2r
2 = µ(n = 0) + V2R
2 . (14)
It must be onstant over the lattie and an therefore be
set to its value at the edge or radius R of oupied lattie
sites, whih gives the last equation in (14). The hemial
potential for the dilute lattie gas in the 2D Hubbard
model is µ(n = 0) = −4t.
Measuring the density distribution n(r) gives the
hemial potential by inverting Eq. (14), and the equa-
tion of state an therefore be determined experimentally.
We an from the above estimates for the equation of
states also predit the density distribution at least qual-
itatively. The sale of the hemial potential is rather
limited sine it only varies from µ(0) = −4t in the dilute
limit to a value at half lling between zero for the weakly
repulsive PM (U ≪ t) and µ(1) = 4t for the FM in the
strongly repulsive limit (U ≫ t). Near half lling the
hemial potential is µ(n = 1) = ǫ1 for the stripe model.
For the PS model the hemial potential is smaller and
onstant between 0 < x < xs, yet on a similar sale
µ(n = 1) ∼ 2t. The average slope of the hemial po-
tential is therefore 〈ǫ′′〉 = µ(n = 1) − µ(n = 0) ∼ 6t.
Approximating the hemial potential with suh a linear
density dependene µ = 〈ǫ′′〉n we obtain for n ≤ 1
n(r) =
V2
〈ε′′〉 (R
2 − r2) . (15)
The PM and stripe phases below half lling therefore
extends up to a radius Rc =
√
ε′′/V2. The hemial po-
tential µ(n) has a gap at half lling whih is of order
U . As result a Mott insulator or AF density plateau ap-
pears at n = 1, whih extends a radial distane of order
∼
√
U/V2. The phases repeat for densities above half
lling up to the band insulator at n = 2 suh that the
harateristi wedding ake layers appear as shown in
Fig. 3. The stripe and PS models dier qualitatively at
densities around half lling where the latter has a dis-
ontinuity at n = ns and n = 2 − ns, where we expet
ns ≃ 0.5 as disussed above. The stripe phase is a d-wave
superuid between the AF and PM phases whereas no
suh intermediate superuid appears for the PS model.
In both ases the AF phase is a MI at half lling n = 1
only, whereas in the uprates the AF extends between
densities 0.95− 1.2 due to Coulomb frustration or possi-
bly a nite t′. Detailed measurements of the densities in
onned optial latties near half lling ould therefore
in priniple reveal the eets of Coulomb frustration.
The density and radius are related through (14) and
the orresponding total number of atoms in the onned
lattie is
N =
2π
a2
∫ R
0
n(r)rdr . (16)
The ritial numbers for the stripe and AF/MI phases
to appear in the enter of the trap are N = πR2c/4a
2
and N = πR2c/2a
2
respetively. Fillings above half lling
n = 1 and up to the band insulator BI n = 2 an be
reahed by adding more atoms as shown in Fig. 3. The
ritial llings and radii depend on the ratio of U/〈ǫ′′〉.
For U ≫ 〈ǫ′′〉 the MI plateau dominates the density dis-
tribution and the number of partiles required to reah
higher densities and the BI in the enter isN = πU/V2a
2
.
Other possible senarios are qualitative dierent. If
HT is desribed by the 2D Hubbard model without
7Coulomb frustration, then we an expet that the MI
is replaed by an AF phase around n = 1 surrounded
by two dSC phases at densities lower (hole doped) and
higher (partile doped). Aording to [9℄ phases with AF
and dSC order are mixed when U<∼8t but oexist when
U>∼8t with a rst order transition between two densities.
A ritial point is predited where a mixed AF+dSC
phase terminate and is replaed by a rst order phase
transition. Here the AFM and dSC phases are separated
and oexist with a density disontinuity. In [11℄, how-
ever, the pure dSC undergo a rst order transition to
a mixed AF+dSC phase. The densities at whih these
transitions take plae orrespond to doping x ≃ ±0.1.
If nearest neighbor interations or next-nearest neighbor
hopping are inluded, the partile-hole symmetry is bro-
ken and the phase diagram beomes asymmetri around
half lling (n = 1). The models dier dramatially in
their preditions of the phases in the shells surrounding
the MI shell.
Experimentally the density distributions and shell
strutures have been measured for Bose atoms in opti-
al latties by a sliing method in ombination with mi-
rowave transitions that dierentiates between singly and
doubly oupied sites. [2℄ Very low temperatures and ne
resolution will be required in order to observe the density
disontinuities of Fig. (3).
The momentum distributions of atoms in the onned
lattie an be found by time of ight experiments. After
the system has expanded a time t the olumb integrated
densities are measured by light absorption imaging. In
suh time of ight experiments the position is related
to the momentum in the lattie before free expansion
as r = kt/m in the far eld approximation. As a re-
sult one measures the momentum distribution 〈nk〉 and
orrelations 〈nknk′〉 of atoms in onned lattie. In a
sudden release 〈nk〉 is dominated by the Fourier trans-
form of the tight binding Wannier funtions in the ase
of Fermi atoms whereas a BEC displays harateristi
Bragg peaks. However, by adiabatially turning o the
optial lattie potential with Fermi atoms only the rys-
tal momenta in the lowest Bloh band remains, whih for
a 2D band insulator is a square |kx,y| ≤ π, as observed in
[5℄. If the adiabati release an be made perfet at very
low temperatures it is in priniple possible to measure
aurate momentum distributions. In a AF+PM mixed
phase one should observe a two-omponent momentum
distribution: a square from the MI and a irular on top
from the PM. This also requires on-site repulsive intera-
tion whih must be turned o suddenly or orreted for
in the expansion.
The density-density orrelation funtion is
〈nˆknˆk′〉 = δkk′〈nˆk〉+ 〈aˆkaˆk′ aˆ†k′ aˆ†k〉 , (17)
where the rst term is the auto-orrelations whih is sup-
pressed by a fator 1/N and an therefore be ignored.
We proeed by expanding the eld operator in terms of
Wannier funtions: aˆ(k) = w(k)
∑
R e
−ikRaˆ(R), over
the Bravais lattie R. We assume fatorization into one-
partile density matries 〈aˆ(R)aˆ(R′)〉 = nRδRR′ [39℄
whih, however, exludes o-diagonal orders from phase
oherene in a superuid. Superuids will be disussed
later. In non-superuid systems we then obtain the or-
relation funtion
C(k,k′) =
〈nˆknˆk′〉
〈nˆk〉〈nˆk′〉
= 1− 1
N2
∑
σ
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
R
ei(k−k
′)RnRσ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (18)
with 〈nˆk〉 = N |w(k)|2. For bosons the minus sign is
replaed by a positive one and gives the harateristi
Hanbury-Brown & Twiss bunhing observed for photons
in stellar interferometry and for mesons in relativisti
heavy ion ollisions [40℄. For non-interating Fermi atoms
the minus sign simply enfores the Pauli priniple whih
inhibits two atoms oupying the same momentum state.
For MI and BI phases of bosons and fermions the o-
upation numbers nR are numbers, and the sum in Eq.
(18) yields Bragg peaks and dips respetively whenever
the momentum dierene equals the reiproal lattie
vetors, i.e. q = k − k′ = 2π(nx, ny), where nx,y are
integers and in units a = 1. The radius of the oupied
sites in the optial lattie limits the sum in Eq. (18) and
results in a nite momentum width of the peaks and dips
of order the inverse radius.
Bragg peaks have been observed for bosons in 3D
[2℄ and 2D [4℄ latties, and dips for 3D fermions in
[6℄. The Bragg peaks and dips our in C(k,k′) when
q = π(nx, ny), where nx, ny are even integers. In an AF
phase the periodiity of a given spin is two lattie dis-
tanes and anti-bunhing also appears for odd integers
by an amount [37℄ C(k,−k) = [(Um/2)/2Ek]2, where m
is the AF order parameter and Ek =
√
(Um/2)2 + ǫ¯2k
the quasipartile energy.
Just as for the AF phase we an in a stripe phase expet
harge and spin orrelations as in low energy magneti
neutron sattering, i.e. q = Qc and q = Qs respetively,
observed as anti-bunhing at these wave-numbers. How-
ever, beause the doping x varies in the onned optial
lattie, the Bragg dips are distributed over the range of
values for x/xs and are therefore hard to distinguish from
the bakground. If, however, the four stripe periodiity
with x/xs = 1/8 ours for 1/8 ≤ x ≤ 1/4 as in HT,
we an expet novel Bragg dips for harge orrelations at
q = (0,±π/2) and q = (±π/2, 0) and for spin orrela-
tions at q = π(1, 1± 1/4) and q = π(1± 1/4, 1).
Pairing ours between opposite momenta and leads
to bunhing for k = −k′. Reently, phase oherene and
s-wave pairing has been observed in optial latties with
attrative onsite interations near the BCS-BEC ross-
over [3℄. As the lattie heights are inreased the MI phase
dominates and phase oherene is gradually lost. For re-
pulsive on-site interations the weaker d-wave superuid-
ity may appear as disussed above. We an expet atoms
bunhing by the amount [37℄ C(k,−k) = ∆2k/2E2k, where
the quasipartile energy is Ek =
√
∆2k + ǫ¯
2
k. If dSC is
8assoiated with stripes, the bunhing due to d-wave su-
peruidity should our in onjuntion with the stripe
anti-bunhing.
VI. SUMMARY
In onlusion, ultraold fermioni atoms in onned
optial latties an reveal details of the equation of state
and phases of the 2D Hubbard model for a variety of
interation and hopping parameters. Speially two
plausible models have been investigated with phase sep-
aration and stripe formation respetively that results in
qualitatively dierent density distributions in optial lat-
ties with and without density disontinuities. However,
in the uprates Coulomb frustration an indue stripe
formation in both ases whih makes it hard to distin-
guish between the two ases. Coulomb frustration ould
as shown in a simple model also be responsible for an
antiferromagneti phases extending from densities be-
tween 0.95− 1.15 in uprates whereas in optial latties
only n = 1 MI plateau should form beause there is no
Coulomb frustration. If stripes are required for high tem-
perature superondutivity, one will not observe super-
uidity in optial latties if phase separation ours.
We onlude that the various PM, FM, AF, d-wave
superuidity and possibly also stripe phases an be ob-
served by measurements of densities, momentum distri-
butions and orrelations in expanding ultraold atoms
from optial latties. Bunhing and anti-bunhing or-
relations an reveal these phases at harateristi Bragg
momenta. By varying the lling densities, interation
strengths and temperatures, the onset and amount of
the various phases an be studied in order to determine
the equation of states. Experimental determination of
AF, stripe, metal and/or d-wave superuid phases will
severely restrit the models, and the density and tem-
perature dependene on parameters suh as U, t, t′ will
provide muh understanding of the Hubbard model and
HT.
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